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Abstract

A system is presented that tracks in �D a person�s un�
adorned lips� and outputs the �D locations of the mouth
corners and ten points describing the outer lip contour�
This output is suitable for audio visual speech process�
ing� �D animation� or expression recognition� A stereo
head tracker is used to track the subject�s head� allow�
ing for robust performance whilst the subject�s head is
moving and turning with respect to the cameras� The
head pose is used in conjunction with the novel adapt�
able templates to generate a robust estimate of the de�
formingmouth corner locations� A �D geometric model
is used to generate search paths for key points on the
outer lip contour which are subsequently located using
adaptable templates and geometric constraints� The
system is demonstrated robustly tracking the head pose
and �Dmouth shape on a person speaking while moving
his head�

� Introduction

Tracking the lips has a broad scope of applications across
the �eld of human�computer interaction �HCI�� from
animation� to expression recognition �		
� to audio vi�
sual speech processing �	
� ��
� A number of techniques
have been reported to extract mouth features from fa�
cial images� Active contour models ��
 have been used
to detect lip contours �	
� �
 and Li et al� ��
 applied
the eigensequence approach that is often used in facial
expression recognition�

There are two limitations of these systems� Firstly� they
require the subject to be directly facing the camera� and
do not allow any head movement that would distort the
lip shape in the captured images� Secondly� they only
track the mouth in D� and are unable to describe the
full �D mouth shape�

The mouth is a �D feature which deforms in all dimen�
sions� In order to fully describe the mouth shape it is
necessary to track it in �D� Providing such a description
of the mouth shape is essential for accurate �D charac�
ter animation� and also provides signi�cantly more in�
formation for audio�visual speech processing and HCI
other applications�

As people talk� their heads naturally move about as
they gesture and follow conversation cues� It is neces�
sary for a lip tracking system to be robust with respect

to this behaviour� to be able to detect� monitor and
account for movement of a speaker�s head�

We have developed a �D lip tracking system that al�
lows the speaker�s head to move naturally� The basis
of our system is a real�time stereo face tracker which
robustly tracks the subject�s head ��
� Using the head
pose information from the face tracker to correct for
head movement� our lip tracker tracks the �D shape of
the subject�s mouth as it deforms through speech and
other motion�
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Figure �� Overview of the system�

Figure 	 shows the key components of the system pre�
sented in this paper� Section  describes the stereo
vision system used to capture images of the subject�
Section � describes the head tracking software� and Sec�
tion � covers the lip tracking system� Section � presents
some results from the system� and �nally Section � con�
cludes with some discussion of the future direction of
this work�

� Stereo Vision System
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Figure �� The stereo camera arrangement�

The layout of the stereo vision system is shown in �g�
ure � The two cameras are positioned equidistant from
the origin and are verged �angled towards the origin in
the horizontal plane� at about �o� This is designed to



o�er the best measurements of an object the size of a
human head placed approximately ���mm in front of
the cameras�

Both cameras are standard� colour analog NTSC video
cameras whose outputs are multiplexed into a single
channel before being acquired by a Hitachi IP���� video
card� The result is a �	� ��� colour image� captured
every ��ms� where the top half contains the right hand
image and lower half the left hand image�

� Head Tracking

The head tracking software consists of the following
parts� each described separately below�

	� �D Facial Model Acquisition

� Face Acquisition

�� �D Face Tracking

��� Face Model Acquisition

The pose of a rigid body is de�ned as the rotation
and translation that maps a set of �D model points to
their observed �D locations� Although identifying such
model points is ideally an automatic process� the best
results are obtained by identifying a set of features in a
stereo image manually�

The face model consists of up to � features �Ti� i �
�� 	� � ���� corresponding to a set of �D points in the
head reference frame� The head frame is placed between
the eyes and oriented as shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� The head reference frame�

��� Face Acquisition

The system starts in this mode where it attempts to �nd
an initial lock on the face in the image stream� During
this phase a template constructed from the edge map of
the entire central region of the face is searched for� This
template is automatically extracted during the model
acquisition phase where the position of the face in the
image is known� Normalised correlation matching is
used both here and during tracking to make this process
insensitive to changes in lighting conditions�

When a match is found with a correlation above a pre�
set value� the approximate positions of the features Ti
are easily identi�ed based on their known o�sets from
the centre of the face �again calculated during model
acquisition��

��� Face Tracking System

Figure �� �D face tracking�

Tracking is performed using the templates Ti obtained
during model acquisition� These are correlated with the
current stereo view in the input stream and their �D
positions are calculated�

The optimal pose �rotation and translation� is calcu�
lated that best maps the model to these �D positions�
The strength of each template correlation becomes a
weight in a least squares minimisation procedure� Thus
the solution is biased towards points which track well�
making the results robust to occlusions� noise and per�
spective distortions� The model points are transformed
by the optimal pose estimate and back projected onto
the image plane where they are used to locate the search
areas where each template is searched for in the subse�
quent frame�

The number of templates tracked can be less than the
total number� This allows the system to continue track�
ing when some templates su�er severe perspective dis�
tortion or are occluded altogether� The best templates
to track can be determined from the estimated head
pose as those that are visible and will appear most
fronto�parallel to the image plane�

Figure � shows the system in operation� The system
tracks in real�time �NTSC video frame rate��

� Lip Tracking

The mouth is a deformable feature� however� there are
a number of restrictions on its behaviour� it is �rmly
attached to the head� is only able to deform in an elastic
manner� and its shape tends to remain close to symmet�
ric �especially during speech�� Our lip tracking system
uses these properties in conjunction with visual cues
and a speci�c search structure to to track the mouth in
�D�

The lip tracker is initialised along with the head track�
ing templates �section ��	�� Initialisation is performed
on a frame where the subject is facing close to front�
on to the cameras and the mouth is in a neutral �closed
and relaxed� position� The mouth corners and centre of
the upper outer lip contour are identi�ed �as with the



head tracking templates this is currently done manu�
ally�� these are matched in the other stereo image to
determine the �D neutral mouth locations� In addition
to this� the initial locations of ten tracking points on
the outer lip contour are identi�ed on the lip contour
search lines which are described below in section ��	�

The overall sequential operation of the lip tracker is
shown in Figure �a� and the process for tracking each
set of features� namely the mouth corners� and the up�
per and lower lip contours� is illustrated in Figure �b�
Initially search regions are de�ned� Visual cues are then
determined across the search region� giving a number
of possible feature locations� The �D location of each
possible feature is determined via stereo matching� and
a cost function is determined for every combination of
possible feature locations� The �nal set of estimated
feature locations is chosen to minimise the cost func�
tion�

��� Search Structure

The appearance of the mouth is constantly changing� In
order to e�ectively track the mouth contour we adopt a
search structure that allows us to reliably locate speci�c
mouth features� This approach is a further development
of our previous work in D lip tracking ��
�

The search procedure consists of the following steps�

	� search areas for the mouth corners are de�ned from
the projected positions of the neutral mouth cor�
ners �determined from the head pose��

� the current mouth corner locations are identi�ed�

�� search lines are de�ned for locating the outer lip
contour� and

�� the outer lip contour is identi�ed�

The corners of the mouth are the most suitable points
for tracking due to their distinctive �albeit drastically
changeable� appearance� Their location is constrained
to a small region of the face� Each mouth corner will al�
ways be in a region centred at the neutral mouth corner
location� Because this region is quite small �typically
��� ��mm� it is feasible to search the whole region in
every frame�

From this search several potential mouth corner loca�
tions are identi�ed� and the best pair chosen by min�
imising a cost function as discussed in section ����

In addition to the corners� ten points are used to char�
acterise the outer lip contour� �ve each for the upper
and lower lip� These points are located on search lines
parallel to the vertical head axis� Figure � shows the
upper and lower search lines� the mouth corner tracking
points and the lip contour tracking points�

The search lines are initially de�ned in �D� Two search
lines are placed on each side of the mouth� spaced equi�
distant between the mouth corner and the centre of the

Figure �� Search lines for the upper and lower contours�
drawn solid and dashed respectively� Contour features
shown with crosses� mouth corners and neutral mouth
centre as circles�

neutral mouth� and a �fth search line is placed at the
centre of the mouth� These �D lines are projected onto
one of the stereo images to provide the set of D search
lines on which to locate the outer contour in the image�

For the upper lip contour the search lines start at the
level of the lip corners �in the head reference frame� and
extend upwards� for the lower lip contour the search
lines start at the level of the lip corners and extend
downwards� The length of the search lines is propor�
tional to how central the point is� and is determined in
�D� before the lines are projected onto the image plane�
For our experiments the �D search lines were chosen to
be 	�� � and �mm for the upper contour and 	� ��
and ��mm for the lower contour�

Locating the mouth edges on these lines avoids the po�
tential problem of the templates drifting along the top
and bottom mouth edges� and the computational re�
quirement for searching is drastically reduced by only
examining a line of points� rather than a D region�

Up to three potential contour points are identi�ed on
each search line using image cues� and the optimal set
of contour points is determined by minimising a cost
function� as discussed in section ��� below�

��� Visual Cues

After identifying the search region for a particular fea�
ture� be it a mouth corner or contour point� visual cues
are used to determine a set of potential feature loca�
tions within this space� Processing time is the only
factor restricting the number and type of cues used�

For this paper we have implemented a single visual cue�
we use correlation with adaptable templates � a new
form of template especially developed for tracking elas�
tically deformable features � these are discussed in de�
tail below in section ���

Up to four possible locations are determined for each
ith mouth feature by correlating an adaptable template
Mi across the search region or search line� The nor�
malised correlation is used� and the correlation coe��
cient at each location in the search region is stored in
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Figure �� a� Lip tracking system� b� Process for identifying a lip feature�

a matrix C�Mi�� We determine a set a possible fea�
ture locations P �Mi� as the local maximums of C�Mi��
These local maximums are located by calculating the
rank transform �	
 of C�Mi� with radius 	� The rank
transform is de�ned as the number of pixels in a lo�
cal region with intensity less than the centre pixel� A
point in a D matrix with a rank transform of � is a
local maximum� while a local maximum on a line will
have a rank transform of � If there are no elements
with a rank transform of the maximum value� P �Mi�
is de�ned as the set of elements with the highest rank
transform�

In order to limit the computational load we restrict
ourselves to considering up to four possible locations
for each mouth corner and three possible locations for
each contour point� If P �Mi� has more than the desired
number of elements we choose those with the highest
correlation coe�cients�

Adaptable Templates

The changing appearance of the mouth features � espe�
cially the corners � makes �xed templates ine�ective�
To address this issue adaptable templates have been de�
veloped for the tracking of elastically deformable fea�
tures� They make use of the initial object appearance
in a similar vain to prototype�based deformable tem�
plates �	�
�

In order for templates to maintain adequate tracking
performance whilst tracking deformable features it is
necessary to dynamically adapt the templates to keep
them up�to�date with the changing appearance of the
target� An obvious approach is to update the templates
each tracking cycle to equal the new feature appearance�
however� this raises several problems� If there is ever an
error in the template matching and the new template
is chosen o� target there is no way for the error to
be recovered� The chance of this can be minimised by
only updating templates when the match is very good�
However� even if there is never any incorrect matching
the templates will do a random walk about the image
over time� This is due to the quantisation error �of up
to half a pixel� present in each template match�

A solution to this problem is to ground each new tem�
plate with a portion of the initial template� which is
assumed to have been chosen correctly� and thus con�
tain the desired target� This is the basis of adaptable
templates� For the kth frame� once the best match is
found �and provided the correlation is above a certain
threshold� the templateMi�k
 is updated to become the
weighted average of the initial template Mi��
 and the
image region Ri�k
 in the new frame that best matches
the current template� that is

Mi�k� 	
 � �Mi��
 � �	� ��Ri�k
�

where the constant � � �����	� is the grounding factor

which determines the contribution of the initial tem�
plate to the new template� � � � is the case of fully
updated templates and � � 	 gives standard templates�

Updating the templates is crucial as the appearance of
the mouth corners changes drastically with the mouth
shape� Figure � shows how the appearance of a mouth
corner changes over time� The initial template was
taken with the mouth in a neutral position� by frame
� the mouth is wide open and the initial template is
no longer suitable for locating the feature� The adapt�
able template formed from these two images is also
shown�

initial appearance adaptable
appearance at frame � template

Figure 	� Example of an adaptable template for the corner
of an open mouth� with � 
 �����

��� Incorporating Physical Mouth
Constraints

As with the visual cues� computational load is the only
limitation to the number and complexity of the physical�
model�based constraints placed on the tracked points�



We have already introduced several implicit assump�
tions about the form of the mouth in the way the search
spaces were de�ned in section ��	� Additional con�
straints are imposed to identify the optimal � or most
�mouth�like� � pair of mouth corner locations� and set
of locations for the upper and lower lip contour tracking
points�

A cost function is evaluated for every combination of
possible feature locations and the optimal estimated
feature locations are chosen to minimise this function�
This technique is applied �rst to the mouth corners� in�
dependently of the lip contour� Once the mouth corner
locations have been �xed the upper and lower contour
points are each determined separately�

The cost function consists of two components� one based
on visual cues �in our case the negative of the nor�
malised correlation coe�cients for the adaptable tem�
plates� and one based on physical mouth constraints�

For the mouth corners the physical constraint is the
asymmetry q of the displacement between the candidate
corner locations and the neutral mouth corners� about
the vertical head plane� as shown in Figure ��
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Figure �� Determining the asymmetry of the mouth
corners ci with respect to the neutral mouth locations
ni and the yz plane in the head reference frame�

q �
p
�a� � b��� � �a� � b��� � �a� � b���

For each lip contour the physical constraint is the sum
of the distances between adjacent points on the contour
�including the corners� in the image plane� A similar
constraint is used in the internal energy constraint in
Kass et al��s active contour models ��
�

The optimal sets of feature locations for the mouth cor�
ners� and upper and lower contours are determined by
minimising the appropriate cost function�

� Experimentation

A signi�cant amount of experimentation has already
been carried out to analyse the performance of the head
tracker using a mannequin head mounted on a pan�
tilt device �	�
� The head tracker has been shown to
accurately recover the head pose within 	� degrees� It
can accommodate head velocities of up to 	�� degrees
per second and head rotation up to �� degrees away
from the cameras�

It has not yet been feasible to formally quantify the
performance of the lip tracker� as it is very di�cult
to determine a ground truth� however� the system has
been seen to accurately track the mouth throughout a
short sequence of footage of a subject moving his head
and mouth in �D�

Figure � shows several snap shots of the system in ac�
tion� Both left and right stereo images are shown with
the lip tracking points indicated by circles� The �D
mouth shape is also shown� A full video sequence of
the tracker in action will be presented at the confer�
ence� and is available online at

http���www�syseng�anu�edu�au�rsl

	 Discussion and Further Work

This paper has presented a technique to track the �D
shape of a deforming mouth whilst the subject�s head
is moving in �D� The mouth corners are tracked along
with ten points on the outer lip contour� and the �D
locations each of these points determined via stereo
correspondence� The lip tracking results in this paper
were generated o��line� however� the technique is e��
cient enough for real�time implementation� To this end
the computation has been limited where ever possible�

At present the lip tracking system relies only on gray�
scale intensity information and some simple geometric
constraints generated from the �D head model� We
wish to extend the system to utilise a number of other
cues which will be merged together to increase the ro�
bustness and versatility of the system� Colour image
information is one such cue which shows great promise
for lip tracking and analysis of the mouth region ��
�

The template matching�based approach adopted in this
paper restricts the tracking to the outer lip contour�
Whilst this is arguably the more important contour for
animation and visualisation purposes� the inner contour
is much more useful for audio�visual speech processing�
since it is the inner contour which de�nes which de�nes
the air�ow in and out of the mouth ��
�

Ultimately it is desired for a lip tracker to track both
inner and outer contours in �D� However� the inner con�
tour is an elusive target� and is di�cult to de�ne in �D�
Unlike the outer contour which is a distinctive line on
a surface� the inner contour is the boundary between
the lip and the oral cavity space and has no de�nite �D
location� It is expected that any attempt to determine
the inner contour in �D will rely heavily on knowledge
of the outer contour�
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